Force Face book to Block Child Pornography

We Know It's An Unpleasant Subject...
But In The "Culture War" There Is Probably No More Obvious Problem.
Child Sexual Abuse.

And Every day that sexual abuse is openly on display on FACEBOOK and other Social Media sites.
Yes, Facebook!
The painful and astounding truth is that Facebook is NOT dealing with pedophiles who use their platform to anybody's
satisfaction. Yet it continues.

"People all over the world are watching the most terrifying moments of my life and taking
grotesque pleasure in them", said the anonymous woman now in her twenties.
"They are being entertained by my shame and pain."
To child pornography collectors worldwide she is "Vicky," a little girl raped by her father in a series of videos illegally
distributed thousands of times online. The truth is that countless victims now live with the knowledge that their images
can never be cleansed from the Internet.
Now the woman and a growing number of other child pornography victims are seeking restitution from those who
collected or traded pictures and videos depicting their abuse, filing claims for damages against convicted child
pornographers.
We Need just 5 minutes of your time to tell Facebook directly.
Many in America may be at odds over politics and policy these days. But the rape and molestation of children for
anyone to see on Facebook is simply WRONG. Facebook simply MUST do more to protect our children from
pedophiles. Decent people everywhere understand this and do not need to be convinced.
We are "MenAPAT" (Men Against Prostitution and Trafficking) and we demand that Facebook implement zero
tolerance policies and procedures to block thousands of sexually explicit images and videos of children from being
posted on their social network every day.
And Incredibly when referring to child pornography on Facebook recently, the company's "Safety Team Leader," said
to us, "there's plenty of it."
Excuse me... "plenty" of child pornography?
How is that acceptable?
Nearly 1.5 MILLION people have joined Men Against Prostitution and Trafficking at our Causes.com's Petition
located at:"Force Facebook to Block All Child Pornography".
And thousands have also sent personalized cards DIRECTLY to Facebook's Board of Directors and Senior
Management Team to express their outrage.
Won't you please do the same!
Please join the 1.5 million people who have declared themselves against this outrage at "Force
Facebook to Block All Child Pornography" and send your cards directly to Facebook at:
www.stopchildpornonfacebook.com.

